
Who are you?

I am Carrie Campbell, contemporary artist and wellness workshop

facilitator here in Brampton. I also work as an operations Coordinator at Beaux Arts Brampton, and Community

Engagement Facilitator at the Journey Neighborhood Centre located in Brampton as well. 

 

Why art? 

Art is not only where much of my interests lie, it’s just honestly what ’m good at and I enjoy it. 

 

How would you describe Black art? Is it just art made by Black people or is it something else? 

 I think it’s both. I think that art that is made with the purpose of, and portrayal of, messages that are specific to

the Black experience is Black art. I also think that art which is made to portray universal messages of love

culture, family, spirituality, philosophy is also Black art if it is done by a Black artist. I think within the idea of

Black art, the most interesting aspect is “Black thoughts, dreams, life experience, Black excellence, Black

pride... Black community and positivity.

Where does Black art stand today in your opinion? 

 I think Black art is becoming more mainstream and recognized. My favourite living artist is a Black man named

Kehinde Wiley, who strives to showcase Black excellence and greatness not only in the precision and skill of his

work, but in the choice of his subject matter and message. I think [today] Black artists are more comfortable

being just that....BLACK artists. A collective awakening among people of the world, in my opinion, is a part of

the paradigm shift- not only in the art world, but in the acceptance of culture and differences amongst us. Black

people have always been creators of art and it feels good to see a strength among artists of colour in

conjunction with genuine interests from the rest of the world. 

Let’s talk about the business aspect of art. You run The Outlet by Carrie. Tell us a bit about what you do.

The outlet by Carrie is the name of my contemporary itinerant art workshop business. As a certified life coach, I

use my own life experiences and knowledge of art techniques to facilitate workshops in which the participants

are engaged in pairing an art activity with a popular wellness topic.
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What has your journey been like? How did your

business come to be? 
I started as a volunteer teaching art at the Journey

Neighborhood Centre, while participating in arts

exhibits at Beaux Arts Brampton. After facilitating

a particularly successful session at a local Senior

Living center in Brampton, I realized a need for

my work and the impact that it had on my

participants. 

 

How long have you been in business? 
After the demand for more of my sessions, I

started The Outlet By  Carrie in September 2019.

 

What has your experience been like being a

black business owner?
So far, my experience has been positive. I have

really been blessed to have the communal

experiences that I have had here in Brampton.

Brampton is  a city that is currently growing as

well, and I can see things around me changing in

support of a more diverse community where

people of many demographics can be viewed as

role models. Though I spent many years building

rapport and volunteering to offer art and sessions

for the sake of exposure, the demand for my work 

following those acts, was a huge driver in the

ultimate success that I experience now.

Do it for yourself, and if not

for you, for the people who

believe in

you

Is the business of Black art profitable?

I think it is. I think that the business of any art is

profitable. Longevity is where speculation comes into

play. In art, trends exist just like in music and other art

forms. I know that right now, Afrocentric pieces are often

revered on many platforms but for me, the longevity and

quality of the work, combined with its message

will always be what makes it stand out.

 

How has Covid-19 affected your business?

Covid-19 has greatly affected my workshop business

in many ways. As an artist who also has a job working in

the community, I find that I have had less time for leisure

painting as the demand for resources in the community

has rapidly changed. I reached a point where I thought

my workshop business would struggle greatly, especially

since the majority of sessions were held in person. It has

been much to my surprise that a demand for my sessions

on a virtual platform not only exists, but has grown

immensely since the onset of the pandemic and the need

for community members to have some sort of artistic

release from the uncertainty of today's times. 

 

If you were to give suggestions for improving the

visibility of Black businesses in the art world, what

would they be? 

 I would suggest that Black artists work together more to

form more collectives that have common ground,

experience and goals in mind. I think that there is much

strength in numbers and it is truly important that artists

support and encourage each other in varied ways.

People are attracted to collective excellence. And

positivity begets more positivity.
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